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Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of Americaâ€™s #1 educational

bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades K & 1â€”a workbook, a game,

and an outdoor adventure! Itâ€™s an interactive and personalized quest to keep kids excited about

learning all summer long between Kindergarten and 1st grade.Summer Brain Quest: Between

Grades K & 1 begins with a map that guides kids through a workbook filled with activities based on

phonics, reading, writing, counting, shapes, seasons, habitats, map skills, and more! As you

complete activities, you earn stickers to track your progress on the map. Jam-packed with

curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over 150 stickers, a summer

reading list, and a Brain Quest mini deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades K & 1 covers the

core concepts in English language arts, math, science, and social studies so kids keep essential

skills sharp all summer. Â 
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full-color, foldout map that guides you through the workbook for a personalized and interactive
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Workman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars, cookbooks, parenting

guides, and childrenâ€™s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and business books, since

1968. From our What to ExpectÂ® pregnancy and parenting series and Page-A-DayÂ® Calendars

to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You DieÂ® and Brain QuestÂ® children&#39;s products,

our wide range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire, educate, and entertain readers

around the globe.

Mm Circle each object that begins with m. [pictured: muffin, mouse, rabbit, map, flower] Write an

uppercase M to complete each word.Â MarchÂ  Â ayÂ  Â onday Write an lowercaseÂ MÂ to

complete each word.Â  manÂ  Â atÂ  Â ud mÂ  Â m Upon completion, add this sticker to your path

on the map!

I really like this book. They have awesome activities and the map with stickers is so much fun for my

1st grader. She is finally at a reading level where she can make it through the simple instructions

usually on her own making this a very independent project for her. There is a good mix of activities.

Some of the science stuff is too easier for her, but it gives her an easy page/break from the math

that she finds less fun. I have used a lot of these activity books and I would definitely recommend

this to help keep kids busy over the summer or as a supplement during the school year. A

kindergartner can handle this book, but may need more help reading instructions than a first grader.

This workbook has great graphics and colors, and I love the "map" in the back. However, I wasn't

always a big fan of their content/work - we loved some things, but other were just lacking for us. I

guess it really depends on what you're looking for in a summer workbook as well as your child - I

really wanted something that reinforced things my child has learned while also challenging her a

little. Again, it is all personal preference and while I think this is a good workbook, I just prefer the

other summer workbook we ordered (summer bridge activities).



My kiddo loves doing workbooks, and he really enjoys this one. The pages are in color and include

a lot of different subjects and activities, from coloring to writing to reading and reading

comprehension. There are activities around plants and animals and communities as well as the

standard alphabet and math, so it covers a lot. I think what makes this so unique, at least as far as

I've seen, is the sticker reward system included. Each activity page, plus some bonus questions,

earns the child a sticker to place on a map at the back of the book.

This is an excellent book for the Summer. We have been working on it together and it gives him a

chance to reinforce what he has learned in K and move forward with his skills to do more. He feels

good about the activities and although some seem harder, he is enjoying the challenges. It's a good

way to spend some downtime between soccer, swimming, bicycling, gardening, and summer

activities. Great for the age appropriate identification on the book.

I recently bought this book to help my daughter keep focused over the summer and she LOVED it!!

The sticker chart was a huge motivator! She loved completing the lessons and then putting the

sticker associated with the lesson on her map! I really liked that she could do the majority of the

lessons on her own once the directions were read and explained. Will definitely be using this book

series next summer!

This book is great. It's laid out nicely and has great motivation. After each page your child earns a

sticker and puts it on a map to watch their progress. At the end they get a certificate. My child keeps

looking at that certificate just waiting for the day that it's hers. I really like this book.

This was the only workbook my child liked. I love how they have sticker map. This book was so

interactive with coloring, math, language, and interesting challenges.

Well laid out. My grandson was able to do much of the work and he is transitioning from pre-K to K.

We used an M&M reward system - worked through four pages each day and got ten M&Ms. M&Ms

meant more to him than stickers.
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